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#1 • Reducing fuel costs

#2 • Reducing maintenance costs

#3 • Extending the lifetime of vehicles

For any company that uses vehicles to get to their 

customers, the issue of fleet costs is never far from the 

top of mind. In Webfleet Solutions research, when fleet 

managers were asked to name the top three issues they 

most wanted help with, the following led the poll:  

Introduction 

In a separate study, 66% of fleet managers with cars and 

vans in their fleet agreed that their company should be 

doing more to reduce fuel costs, while 55% agreed that 

their vehicle costs were higher than necessary1. 

https://www.webfleet.com/
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Recent events such as the COVID-19 pandemic and the 

ensuing economic disruption have only heightened cost 

concerns. As health and safety expectations evolve and 

restrictions on movement come into force, businesses 

that depend on travelling to make in-person visits are 

seeing their ability to operate impacted. 

So, now more than ever, it’s crucial plumbing, technical 

installation, electrical installation, repair, service and 

maintenance companies closely control the factors that 

impact their turnover. And high on that list should be 

the cost of their fleet.  

This eBook puts the issue of fleet and vehicle costs 

under the microscope. It looks at how recent events 

have impacted activity for companies with fleets. It 

looks at the main factors that contribute to cost and 

how they are evolving. And it discusses the mobility 

solutions that companies can use to take action and 

bring costs under control. of fleet managers  
say they could 

do more to lower 
their fuel costs

66%

https://www.webfleet.com/
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A challenging 
time 
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The importance of professional drivers and 

commercial vehicles to both our society and economy 

have never been more apparent than in 2020. 

Throughout the year, many drivers were out on the 

roads, delivering goods and services to people when 

they needed them most.

But, while they were doing all they could to serve the 

public, these drivers’ industries were being hit heavily 

by COVID-19. 

With restrictions on movement and human contact, 

the shutdown of many workplaces and the halting 

of much economic activity, there was an inevitable 

impact on business. 

To track precisely how fleet activity reacted to the 

restrictions, Webfleet Solutions collaborated with 

fellow global telematics leader Geotab to build the 

Commercial Mobility Recovery Dashboard. 

This unique resource charts the week-to-week 

activity of commercial vehicles used for activities 

such as service, maintenance, repairs, plumbing and 

installation to show how changing measures have 

impacted companies’ ability to operate at normal 

levels. 

The tables below show activity in nine countries up to 

30 October 2020. It should be noted that the large, 

one day dips in some of the graphs are caused by 

national holidays. 

https://www.webfleet.com/
https://www.webfleet.com/
https://www.webfleet.com/en_gb/webfleet/lp/commercial-mobility-recovery-dashboard/
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Back at the beginning of the COVID-19 lockdown, 88% 

of field services companies said they were not ready 

to deal with the impact on their businesses2. And, 

with uncertainty in many countries regarding what 

measures and restrictions may come in future, how to 

adapt to deal with unpredictable issues beyond your 

control remains a very difficult question. 

https://www.webfleet.com/
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United 
Kingdom

Baseline  
pre-COVID levels

However, there are factors that you can control to 

help your business through this period. In this eBook, 

we’ll concentrate on one of the most important: fleet 

costs. In particular, we’ll look at fuel, maintenance and 

repair costs and how they can be reduced with better 

management, better solutions or better hardware. 
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Repairs and 
maintenance:  
Why the condition 
of your vehicle 
counts
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Maintaining the well-being of your vehicle is the best 

way to extend its lifetime, maintain its value and avoid 

costly downtime. The net result of that: a lower total 

cost of ownership. 

Maintenance, however, also represents a cost in itself. 

So, repairs and maintenance represent two cost 

challenges: efficiently maintaining your fleet to extend 

its lifetime and controlling the amount you spend on 

doing so.

An increasing cost

According to Deloitte, 15% of the average European 

fleet’s vehicle costs are made up by repair, 

maintenance and roadside assistance 3.  

And the cost is increasing. Between 2016 and 2019, a 

one-year old vehicle’s repair cost increased by 29% on 

average. And in 2019 alone, it shot up by 9.84% 4.  

This is down to a range of issues.

One is the increasing use of lightweight composite 

materials in the bodywork of modern vehicles. The 

iron and steel sheet metals of the past have been 

replaced. The steel and aluminium alloys common 

today come at a higher price and, so, are costlier to 

repair. 

Other issues that increase cost are the use of 

advanced driver assistance systems that can require 

complex and expensive repair and the trend for 

OEMs to build every new vehicle with its own unique 

components. 

So, the cost of repairs and maintenance is generally 

getting higher. This problem could be being 

compounded, however, by certain factors within your 

business. 

https://www.webfleet.com/
https://www.webfleet.com/
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The factors that drive up repair  
and maintenance related costs

DRIVING UNSAFELY

If your drivers are taking risks, braking heavily, 

accelerating unnecessarily or behaving 

unsafely, it’s going to take its toll on various 

parts of your vehicle. Given that more than 

half of fleet managers say they do not know 

whether their drivers behave safely on the road, 

this is clearly an area that many companies 

should pay attention to. 

INEFFICIENT MAINTENANCE 
PROCESSES

How regularly do you service and check your 

vehicles? Without a consistent, standard 

schedule, the likelihood of downtime and 

greater spend on repairs further down the line 

is heightened. 

DETECTING DAMAGE TOO LATE

Even if a company does have regularly 

scheduled maintenance checks, it’s equally 

important to have clear visibility over the 

vehicle’s potential issues. Otherwise small 

issues can go undetected and turn into major 

problems, costly downtime and a higher spend 

on the vehicle

https://www.webfleet.com/
https://www.webfleet.com/
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Fuel: A 
volatile and 
unavoidable 
cost
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2020 began with a 17% dip in global oil prices. Since 

that time, however, the cost of petrol has stabilised 

and it remains one of the key spending requirements 

of any fleet. 

A recent study from Bloomberg rated each region 

based on petrol affordability (i.e. how favourably the 

price of fuel in each country corresponds to the local 

economic conditions5).  Here is where a selection of 

countries ranked. 

The electric revolution:  
A future without petrol?  

1. USA

8. Ireland

9. Canada

12. Norway

13. Denmark

15. Sweden 

17. Germany

18. Belgium

20. Netherlands

21. United Kingdom

23. France

27. Spain

30. Italy

40. Poland

41. Chile

47. Mexico

55. South Africa

The price of petrol is, obviously, beyond your control. 

However, some fleet managers are now choosing 

an option that removes that issue entirely: electric 

vehicles (EVs). 

While EVs do come with a higher purchasing 

cost than traditional internal combustion engine 

(ICE) vehicles, the cost of keeping them running 

is significantly lower. This year, the number of EV 

models available in Europe increased by 75%6  and, 

with many cities across the continent introducing 

regulations to cut carbon emissions, EVs are 

becoming a more and more attractive option for 

commercial use.

Limited driving range can make them unsuitable for 

long haulage but EVs are well suited to the shorter 

trips taken by companies in fields like technical 

installation, plumbing or maintenance.

https://www.webfleet.com/
https://www.webfleet.com/
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The factors that drive up fuel costs

DRIVING BEHAVIOUR 

Poor driving habits can quickly translate to 

higher fuel costs. Things like unnecessary 

acceleration or deceleration, harsh braking and 

idling all cause vehicles to consume more fuel 

than is needed. 

TIME ON THE ROAD

Accurate ETAs and intelligent route planning 

do more than just help create a more efficient 

workflow – they also save you fuel costs. If 

your drivers are spending more time getting 

to their destinations than necessary, it will see 

you spend extra on petrol. And yet, 58% of fleet 

managers estimate that around 1/3 of the time 

they fail to reach the destination within the first 

ETA given to the customer

TYRE ROLLING RESISTANCE

Your choice of tyres impacts fuel consumption 

in a crucial way. The more a vehicle resists 

movement, the more fuel it needs to be driven. 

So, if your tyres have a higher rolling resistance 

than necessary, your vehicle will demand more 

fuel and your costs will increase.

POOR FLEET UTILISATION

Do you definitely need as many vehicles as you 

currently have in your fleet? Could you do the 

same number of jobs with less? After all, the 

more vehicles you have, the higher your fuel 

costs will be. Or maybe you’re using the wrong 

size of vehicle. Could you get the same work 

done by replacing some of the LCVs in your 

fleet with cars? 

https://www.webfleet.com/
https://www.webfleet.com/
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The fleet 
management 
solutions that 
can help
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At Webfleet Solutions, our goal is to help you 

drive your business. That’s why we have a range of 

hardware and software that can help you reduce your 

fuel consumption and maintenance costs. 

For your vehicle

Utilise telematics data  
to get the right tyre
Having the right tyre for your vehicle makes a huge 

difference. Using the WEBFLEET fleet management 

solution, you can track data related to the routes you 

drive and the stops your vehicles make. This data can 

then be analysed to help decide the most suitable 

tyre for the cars and vans in your fleet. 

Optimise maintenance 
with vehicle data
With WEBFLEET, you can set maintenance tasks 

based on real-time mileage information rather than a 

set period of time. Also, vehicle diagnostic and engine 

trouble codes are sent instantly to the fleet manager.

 

This means you can take action in a controlled way 

to solve issues before they develop into serious, 

costly problems. A maintenance task is automatically 

scheduled as soon as a vehicle reports a trouble code. 

All of this helps avoid repairs, vehicle downtime and 

administrative distractions. 

https://www.webfleet.com/
https://www.webfleet.com/
https://www.webfleet.com/webfleet/products/webfleet/features/vehicle-maintenance/
https://www.webfleet.com/webfleet/products/webfleet/features/vehicle-maintenance/
https://www.webfleet.com/en_gb/webfleet/products/webfleet/features/vehicle-maintenance/
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For your workers

Encourage more  
cost-effective driving
WEBFLEET gives you access to a range of data 

points, creating complete visibility over how your 

drivers perform behind the wheel. The OptiDrive 360 

approach provides valuable insights across eight key 

areas: speeding, driving events, idling, fuel, constant 

speed, coasting, green speed and gear shift. 

Meanwhile, Webfleet Solutions’ range of PRO Driver 

Terminals provides in-vehicle feedback and advice 

direct to the driver, supporting them to avoid wasteful 

habits.

Ensure cruise control is 
engaged when possible
In WEBFLEET, your map interface highlights the 

part of a journey where drivers have engaged cruise 

control in green. 

You can then identify which drivers require additional 

training and encouragement to use this function more 

frequently to limit needless fuel consumption. 

Stay out of traffic,  
use less fuel

Even the best driver can end up using more fuel 

than is necessary if they are on the wrong route. 

WEBFLEET offers access to up-to-date traffic 

information to keep your team out of traffic jams 

where idling can increase fuel consumption. 

https://www.webfleet.com/
https://www.webfleet.com/
https://www.webfleet.com/webfleet/fleet-management/green-and-safe-driving/
https://www.webfleet.com/webfleet/fleet-management/pro-navigation-and-traffic/
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Improve driver vehicle 
inspections with a simple 
checklist

By choosing a Webfleet Solutions ‘vehicle check’ 

partner you can ensure the road worthiness of your 

vehicles, while making the inspection process easier 

for your drivers. Applications such as FleetCheck can 

remove paper-based checks of your vehicles, creating 

a simple and digital way to submit VOSA-compliant 

daily vehicle checks, fit to drive declarations and 

incident reports. Drivers can use the inbuilt camera on 

one our PRO Driver terminals to capture photographic 

evidence of any defects. Check lists help your drivers 

to ensure all aspects of the vehicle is checked for 

safety and compliance.

Another option is CALIDUS VeHUB from OBS. This 

application again removes the necessity for paper-

based vehicle checks and allows a driver to digitally 

capture any defects on a vehicle, while completing 

the VOSA-compliant daily vehicle checks. Drivers can 

submit any defects directly to the fleet manager and 

report on any accidents.

By keeping inspections simple and efficient, you help 

to keep your vehicles compliant and avoid any costly 

downtime or fines

https://www.webfleet.com/
https://www.webfleet.com/
https://www.fleetcheck.co.uk/walkaround-check-app/
https://integration.webfleet.com/solutionDetails/641/calidus-vehub
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For the fleet manager

Understand exactly  
how you consume fuel
Manually tracking fuel usage across your entire fleet 

is a time-consuming operation. A fleet management 

solution like WEBFLEET takes care of it for you. It 

allows you to monitor how fuel is being consumed in 

real-time and analyse historical fuel usage to improve 

going forward. 

Not only can you compare how fuel is used over 

time, but also spot exceptional events, trends and 

anomalies and use these insights to optimise fuel 

usage and operational costs. 

Get the full cost saving 
benefit of remote working

In many industries, businesses are now adapting to 

allow office staff greater flexibility to work remotely 

either full or part time. As well as lowering risk, this 

can also help lower staff costs, with less office space 

required. 

WEBFLEET is available on desktop, tablet and 

mobile, and easily accessible from devices anywhere. 

So, regardless of where you’re based, you can still 

monitor vehicles and drivers, and communicate to 

support your drivers on the road. Also our Pro Driver 

Terminals allow you to utilise Driver ID of vehicles, 

wireless file transfers, two way communication and 

more – all supporting smoother and more efficient 

remote working. 

https://www.webfleet.com/
https://www.webfleet.com/
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Improve driving behaviour and lower insurance 
premiums with integrated camera technologies

Integrated technologies, such as in-cab cameras, can 

add even more value to your telematics. For example, 

while WEBFLEET will show you that a driver may have 

braked harshly, camera footage will reveal why they 

took that action and whether it was justified.

This makes your vehicle and driver data even more 

valuable when it comes to encouraging more cost-

effective driving. It also helps you quickly settle 

disputed insurance claims after an incident or 

accident on the road, which can reduce insurance 

premiums. Plus, inward facing cameras can detect 

driver fatigue and distractions, reducing risk.

Find out if going electric 
is the right choice
A telematics solution can show you whether or not 

adding electric vehicles to your fleet would actually 

save you money. For example, if the fleet data 

shows high petrol consumption in areas with easily 

accessible charging stations, adding EVs may be a 

cost-effective choice. 

And, if you do add EVs to your fleet, we can 

help ensure you get all the cost saving benefits. 

WEBFLEET Electric Vehicle Management enables you 

to view your ICE and electric vehicles on the same 

interface, check the remaining charge time of your 

vehicles in the field and see the location of charging 

stations on your map.

https://www.webfleet.com/
https://www.webfleet.com/
https://www.webfleet.com/webfleet/solutions/electric-vehicles/
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Unquestionably, fleets are facing unique and evolving 

challenges. And those challenges are directly impacting 

revenue. While the issue of managing cost is always key for 

any business, in any industry, changes to the way we live and 

work are changing the nature of cost for technical installation, 

service and maintenance companies. 

The positive news is that mobility solutions are evolving too – 

many of them specifically evolving to support fleet managers 

as they aim to limit their overall spending. The right measures 

will differ from company to company and vehicle to vehicle.

It’s vital, however, that you find the right approach. How you 

manage fleet costs could be key to keeping your trucks on 

the road and your business moving forward.

Conclusion

https://www.webfleet.com/
https://www.webfleet.com/
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